A simple metal object was brought into meeting one morning and the children were asked what the object looked like. Many students noticed the circle shape and had thoughts about what the object could be. We then asked the children how we could use it in our classroom. After a deep discussion, Maya insisted that we call it “Our Story Mobile.”

“I think we can get our pictures in the book and hang them on there.” (Devin)

“Let’s pick our favorite book and hang it on the circle.” (Shataysia)
My favorite book is *Put Me in the Zoo*

By Robert Lopshire

The book has dots and lots of dots. Purple, green, orange, and blue dots. My favorite part is when he turns blue and kids got really scared and they drop their popcorn!  

(Devin Age 5)
My favorite is the earth and the human and the birds. The bird's fly all around the earth and you wish on the stars. This is my favorite star because it has a big little point. The black star is a Halloween star because when you trick or treat you see a black star. The green star is a grass start. The purple are loving and the yellow one is sandy. The orange star is the carrot star. (Maya Age 5)
Bunny My Honey

By Anita Jeram

Is my favorite book

I like this part where the bunny is running in the woods. He lost his Mom and he scared in the forest.

(Ikanke Age 5)
My favorite book is called

Roll Over!

By Edith Fowke

The part where the animals are all gone on the bed is my favorite part in the story. She's happy they left and she can sleep! She had lots of animals in there.

(Shataysia Age 4)